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sung by John Denver on Forever, John (1983)

A          D     G           A    G  D  A
RUSTY GREEN SUMMER'S ALMOST DAWN
D     G           A    G  D  A
I SEE WINDS CLOUDING UP THE SUN
G        A    D
AND I CAN'T FIND MY WAY
G        A    D    G   D
EVERYTHING'S GRAY

D     G     A    G   D   A
RUSTY GREEN EYES ON MY MIND
D     G     A    G   D   A
MEMORIES SOMEPLACE OUT OF TIME
G        A    D
ALL THE THINGS WE WOULD DO
G        A    D
I STILL LOVE YOU

G        A    D
IT'S A SAD SONG TO SING
G        A    D
PAINTED RUSTY GREEN
G        D    A
OF GREEN FADING PICTURE OF SPRING